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I ar.r̂, grateful for bein- able to appear before you .
You have chosen a very tir:ely and important topic to examine .
Canada's developing relationship with the European Economic
Communities is of increasinE, importance . It is one of the
preoccupations of the Goverr.;ent in foreirn policy . ".+ e
-~Tant these relations to be closer . : ;e rrelcorae your examination
of thera and we shall look forctiTard to your suEgestions . Indeed,
durinZ your otim travels to Europe, you will be able to assist
our efforts in this direction .

For all these reasons, I wish to provide a framework
for your consideration of these relations .

First, ahat is the actual state of our relations
with the ten countries of the enlarEed EEC? You are aware
of the closeness of the ties forCed during two world uars
and our post-war alliance . The EEC now contains both our
foundinC nations, and, as well, other countries of birth
of many Canadians . The two most used workinS languages of
the new Europeans are the two official languaSes of Canada .
I do not suggest that this alone provides a basis for new
relations . But I do think that we speak the saMe lanGuaE .e
as the Europeans in many important respects .

We admire the imaCinative concept that the enlarged
Community provides for Europe's potential .

The Prime Kinister underlined this potential in
his messages of congratulation to Prime I :inister Heath and
to the Presidents of the EEC Council and EEC Commission at
the time the new members signed the Treaty of Accession in
January . I•: r . Trudeau wrote, "Canadians admire the audacity
of concept of the new Community and skillfulness i-rith which
it has been desirned . We are confident that the economic
strength which s-rill flow fro::l it will be employed in a
fashion of benefit not just to the partners but to all
members of the International Community . A co-operatinF,
prospering, Europe has much to offer the world in friendship,
in trade, in economic assistance and in eyamplett .

In political terms, the entire Atlantic world is
goinF to be affected by this new dynamic Europe which is
takir.,7 shape before our eyes . Adjustments are F-oint• to have
to be made in recognition of the new balance which wil l
cor►e about in the Western world . For its part, the United
States has long wanted the Europeans to assume af;reater
share of the burden of ensurinG their ot-rn security . These
turo tendencies have a cumulative effect on the uray the
Atlantic Alliance -- as we have known it since the t ;ar --
:-rill work in future . European unity is by no means incom-
patible with stron,,;er ties with Europe's major partners .
Thus, there are problems of adjustinL relations as between
the Western countries . These require solutions not only
for their ovm sake but also because solidarity in the i ;est
is as important as ever in an era of rapidly evolving
relations with Eastern Europe .
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As iJestern relations evolve, it is natural for
Canadians to worry over the possibility that tension may
develop between Europe and the United States . There is an
interaction among relations between the United States and
Europe, our oi-m relations with the United States, and our
relations with Europe . The Government's review of foreign
policy sought to demonstrate that a policy that attempt s
to diversify Canada's relations, inevitably draws Canada
closer to Europe . Equally -- as the monetary and trade
crisis of last year made us atnrare -- a breakdown in the
n,echar.isms governing relations between the United States
and Europe can result in the isolation of Canada in 17orth
America .

From the economic point of vievr the new Europe
raises equally far-reaching considerations . Ey 19$0 the
imports of the enlarged EEC from the outside world could
soar to 130 billion dollars . Canada -- the world's fourth
exporter after the EEC, the United States and Japan -- must
take the Common Larket very seriously . The ten countries
already form what is by far the worldt s larCest tradin~-
unit ; they imported over seventy billion dollars' worth of
Coods from the outside world last year . Of these seventy
billion dollars' worth over two billion seven hundred thousand
dollarst worth of Coods cane from Canada . This represente d
175a of our total exports and about half of our exports
outside North America, r.iakin; the EEC our second larcest
tradir.S partner by a considerable nar~;in .

Yet we can do much better . ',7e shall have to do
much better . Since 1958 , Canadian exports to the EEC
have increased Zreatly . They have not, however, kept pace
::Tith the increase in total EEC imports from the outside
,rorld . Our share of those markets has declined . Just
as important, our exports to the EEC have not followed
the trend in EEC imports toward manufactures and
rroce sed poods and a~rayfr~~ticlzr material

s e sector
s and

of intensivecor:r.lo~ities . It is here, p y
tech::oloEy, that we shall have to improve ~;reatly .

It has not been easy to assess the fault for our
difficulties in this cate~:ory of exports to the ELC . Access
has been a problem for a nurber of products, including some
of interest to Canada . Eut this prob-ler.; should not be
exaLr;erated . By and lar-e, the comrion tariff of the Luropear.
Cor..r.:uw:ity is low. In spite of protective policies in the
a-ricultural sector, the Co:.--i,it:nit,y rer._ains a larre a-.ricultural
ir.:porter . Other t:rorld traders have dore ven.• well in this
L:C market . Certainly the Lnericans have with their export
of sophisticated manufactures to the EEC, altliou~-,h they have
been helped by their massive investment in '.~estern Europe .
1 :uch of the difficulty probably lies with our industrial
structures and trading habits thenselve~ . j e can't sell
too well what we dontt make, obviously . For this reason ,
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we are thinkinb about our Cer:eral policies to ;:arG the f.EC
very much in terr^.s of policies on :;hich we are tror::ir.r- in
other areas : enerZy policy, investment policy, industrial
policy generally -- includir:;; policy on secondary industry
and policy on research and developr.ient -- and other related
policy studies . Our success in realizir:L-, our oi-m potential
could well be related to some extent to the LECt s success
idoin- the same thing . We should develop a de,- ;ree

.
of

interest in this expandin; but difficult market in l:eepin~
with its potential and i-rith what we are doine, say, in the
United States market .

I mentioned that we spoke the sa-me lanL;uage .

This is partly becaûse we share some of the sara e
problems . I :any of you will have read the bool: by Jean-Jacques
Servan-Schreiber of a fevr years a,~.-,o ~;rhich has by now become
something of a classic, Le Défi Américain : The American
Challeare . You will recall tnât Lé léfi h~iériéai» documents
the difficulties the Europeans have hâà i_n building bi g
enou;h companies in technolo^;ically sophisticated fields --
to -;enerate svfficdent capital -- to finance sufficient research
and developme»t -- to permit the innovation in techr.oloE;y --
to make these companies competitive . : :ear.t~rhile, :~uropear.
firms have shown a tendency to sell out more often to I:merican
multinationals than to a European competitor . Put in these
terms, the Europeans have a problem with which we have had
sor.~e experience .

Common problems don't necessarily make partnerships .
de would all, I'm sure, prefer to choose our bedfellow s
on some basis other than misery . i :oreover, I thind: that
both the EEC -- which has wrought an economic miracle --
and Canada -- which last year led the world in groirth in
industrial production -- are rather buoyant than anything
else . But there are proble:.:s . To the extent these are
common to both the EEC and to Canada, we can help each other
to develop solutions to our mutual benefit . This is the
basis for partnership and this is the tine to make the
effort required .

In recent years, we have been try in .-; hard to develop
closer econor:ic relations in the field of sophisticated
manufactured Foods . We have sent technolo, ;ical missions
and trade missions to Europe . :re have had some ;ood results .
But now I think that we shall be[;in to ~;et better results .
I don' t know if the Europeans have had the political will
in the past to make the effort necessary . They may have
been inhibited by reservatio :s about the de;-,ree to ti•:hich
Canadian interests ti-rere nationally distinct, ar.d about our
wish to co-operate in the future . Until recently, I doubt
if ire demonstrated this clearly enou[.-h to the European s
to distract them from their preoccupations t-rith internal
consolidation . Both :"r . Pepin and myself have brouf-ht this
to their attention in our visits to European capitals over
the last year and a half .
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Of course, we shall also be raising with them our
export interests which have been adversely affected by Britain's
joining the EEC : over 40% of our 1971 exports to the United
Kingdom of over one billion three hundred millionsdollars
could now face more difficult entry . There are other issues
as well . I won't document them here as you are familiar
with them but you may be sure that they will be defended .
Britain's entry into the EEC was a decision for Britain to
take . While we welcome the EEC's success, the parties to
enlargement must understand that the burden of adjustment
thrown upon Canada is greater than that placed upon any
other country outside the enlarged EEC . If EEC policies
took a protectionist turn,~:there could- be real damage to
our trade, We have, therefore, been pleased to note the
recent declaration of intent published by the United States
and the EEC in which they make a pledge to enter int o
broad multilateral trade negotiations in about a year from
now. If a new balance is necessary we vrant it at a higher
not a lower level of trade .

So we intend to speak to the Europeans not only
about the protection of our present interests but also to
work now with them to develop our shared potential interests .
We shall both benefit from outward looking approaches and
liberalizing tendencies in world trade, since our respective
stakes in world trade are important . Closer relations will
assist us both. Closer industrial ties would help .

In the end, of course, the possibilities of closer
industrial ties are going to be only as large as the mutual
interests and abilities of Canadian and European industry
make them . We can't develop synthetic interests. I an convinced,
however, that a closer examination of possibilities wil l
reveal matters of ample potential interest, if the political
will is there . I believe this is now more apparent on both
sides .

Let me say, very forcefully, that there is nothinr
in what I've said which could be seen as beinC in any way
r'anti-gmer ican" . Nothing I have said is intended to suggest
that the closeness of our relations with the United States
needs re-evaluation in the lif_,ht of possibilities for closer
economic relations i-rith Europe . Indeed, it is because of
the unusual closeness of our economic relations i-rith the
United States that we need energetically to explore the
possibilities of other areas we may have underplayed .
It is all the more necessary for us to do this in Europe
now that Britâin has joined .the EEC .

Never before have so many questions been raised
about Canadas relations with Europe . Until now, Europ e
has been too'busy re-organizing itself to pay much attention
to how it-is going to arrange its relations with the rest of
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the world . This is changinF,, and with this change there is
an opportunity to improve our relationship . Europe is now
C,oing to have to devote some attention to deciding how it
wants to maintain the links it has with others -- above all,
z,rith its closest and most important partners in Canada and
the United States .

I believe that it is in Europefs interest that
Canada remain independent, prosperous and united . Europeans
should be convinced of this fact . I believe the Europeans
have corle to realize this more clearly in the past few months
than ever before . Because of their ovm preoccupations,
because of distance, because perhaps we did not explain
ourselves often enou;h -- for many reasons -- they were
inclined in the past to assume that the view they too k
of their relations with the United States would do :ore or
less for their relations with Canada . The Government has
trorked to chanZe this attitude, i•rith some success . It is
a fact of considerable importance that the next European Sur.mit
will have specifically on its AEenda the question of the
European Corslunityf s relations with ita major economi c
partr.ers which I have no doubt will include Canada .

For our oti•m part, we should try to keep as open-
minded an attitude as possible to the new forms of multi-
lateral co-operation the Europeans are trying to s•ror] : out
amor.;; themselves . We have to look to our interests, and we
will . But their success is our success . Both bilaterally
with the European capitals, and multilaterally ti-rith the
institutions of the Community itself, :•re'wish to buil d
upon the multiple dialogue we have ber,-un .

There will be much hard work before we can develop
the sort of relations i-rith the new Europe that will sui t
our interests . This is why Ivrelcorie all contributions
to the dialo-q ue, includinE tàiose of your Cor.u:ittee . The
Governr :ent also looks forti-rard to receivin- shortly a visit
from ; :r . Dahrendorf, the Cors.lur_ityt s Cors:issioner for forei; ;n
affairs . ::any of the themes I have touched on above will
be discussed s-rith hir.. . The 7=C 1:rith Great Eritair: and Ireland,
i'or;ra,• and Dennarl: is a developin_; econo;.iic power of -'reat
strer:~th and i•ride-rar.Eir.~; political Sl~;nificance . Canada
has r.uch at stake in the Cor,_- .t:nity . Canada has :.:uc:: in
coar,,on with the Community . :.nd I an convinced both our stake
and our cors:on interests tril'_ vro ;r .

I shall look for-uard to your o;rn appraiSal .
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